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Abstract. The uncertainty of recycling waste products affects the remanufacturing of products.
Therefore, whether waste products can be remanufactured has become a key issue.
Remanufacturability evaluation is an important part of the remanufacturing process of waste
products, which directly determines the service safety and reliability of remanufactured products.
Based on the research and review of a large number of literatures, this paper studies the current
research hotspots and main research achievements of remanufacturing evaluation, and
summarizes the existing achievements from the aspects of evaluation objects, evaluation directions
and evaluation methods. Through research, it is found that most of the remanufacturability currently
selects economic, technical, environmental and other evaluation grades, constructs corresponding
evaluation index system, assigns weight to each index, and finally obtains evaluation conclusions
through hierarchical analysis and entropy method.
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1. Introduction
With the concept of carbon peak and carbon neutrality in China and the deployment

requirements of related tasks, accelerating the pace of low-carbon emissions is conducive to guiding
green technology innovation and improving the global competitiveness of industry and economy.
As a national emerging strategic industry, remanufacturing is an advanced form of resource
regeneration, an important direction for the transformation and upgrading of manufacturing industry,
and an important carrier for promoting green development, circular development, low-carbon
development, and ecological civilization construction. It is a development mode that takes into
account economic development and green transformation. After more than 20 years of development,
the remanufacturing industry has been booming in the fields of auto parts, construction machinery,
coal mining machinery, metallurgical equipment, aviation equipment, machine tools and other
fields.

Remanufacturing refers to the general term of a series of technical measures and engineering
activities to repair and transform waste products with the whole life cycle theory of products as the
guidance, the performance improvement of waste products as the goal, the high quality, high
efficiency, energy saving, material saving and environmental protection as the criteria, and the
advanced technology and industrial production as the means [1]. Remanufacturing is a kind of
circular economy model and concept, through remanufacturing, the retired waste products can reach
or exceed the same quality and performance as the original new products, with good economic
benefits, environmental benefits and social benefits. Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the life
cycle process of the remanufactured product. The goal of remanufacturing is to maximize the use of
waste products and increase the recycling proportion of waste parts. The remanufacturing of waste
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products mainly includes three modes: reuse, remanufacturing and recycling. Among them, reuse
means that some parts of waste products can be used directly. Remanufacturing means that some
parts of waste products need to be reused after remanufacturing. Recycling refers to the parts of
waste products that can no longer be used directly for resource treatment.

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the life cycle process of remanufactured products
Remanufacturing evaluation refers to the ability to make the serviceability of the remanufactured

object meet the expected requirements under specified conditions, taking into account technical,
economic, environmental and other factors under the influence of advanced remanufacturing
technology, which is the key to determining its remanufacturing value, determining the
remanufacturing method, and carrying out the remanufacturing design. It is also related to the
service safety and reliability of remanufactured products. Figure 2 shows the whole process of
remanufacturing. From the old parts to the birth of remanufactured products, it needs to go through
dismantling, cleaning, testing, remanufacturability evaluation, processing, testing and other steps,
among which remanufacturability evaluation is the key process in the remanufacturing process, and
remanufacturability evaluation should be carried out first before the remanufacturing process.
Remanufacturability evaluation not only determines whether waste products can be remanufactured,
but also determines the formulation of remanufacturing strategy, and in turn can guide
remanufacturability design in the initial design of new products.
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the life cycle process of remanufactured products
Remanufacturability evaluation is one of the key technologies in the process of remanufacturing

of mechanical products, which should run through the whole life cycle of the product. It is mainly
reflected in the remanufacturability evaluation of the design stage, the remanufacturability
evaluation of the used parts, and the performance evaluation of the remanufactured parts. The
remanufacturability evaluation discussed in this paper is mainly to discuss the remanufacturability
evaluation of used parts. Due to the special position of remanufacturability evaluation in the process
of remanufacturing, there are many researches on remanufacturability evaluation. This paper
reviews the papers on remanufacturability evaluation from 2005 to 2021, analyzes the current hot
issues and achievements of remanufacturability evaluation research.

2. Research status of remanufacturability evaluation
Through literature analysis, most scholars will consider technology, economy and environment

when evaluating remanufacturing. In fact, after the present stage of green reengineering, the impact
on the environment and the saving of resources are the focus of scholars. Since remanufacturing is
mostly used in civilian product equipment, the economy of remanufacturing is the focus of attention
of enterprises, and the ability to obtain economic benefits plays a decisive role in whether to
remanufacture. Zhang Guoqing et al. [2] analyzed the remanufacturing process from the perspective
of technology and economy, calculated the remanufacturability index of products, and applied it to
the remanufacturability evaluation of automobile engines. In addition, scholars add different
indicators to remanufacturing evaluation according to the concerns of remanufacturing. For
example, Shi Bowen [3] evaluated the remanufacturability of products from four aspects: technology,
environment, economy and timeliness, and calculated the evaluation model and evaluation index by
considering the weights of various factors. Hu Yanfeng et al. [4] used fuzzy mathematics theory to
evaluate remanufacturability from three aspects: technology, economy and serviceability. Jiang
Zhipeng[5] used analytic hierarchy process (AHP) to evaluate the remanufacturability of automotive
generators from three aspects: technical feasibility, resource feasibility and performance feasibility.
Wang Qingfeng et al. [6] studied the problem of serviceable remanufacturing, and conducted a
comprehensive evaluation of serviceable remanufacturing from six aspects, including technology,
environment, resource, serviceability and overall harmony, using the method of cause analysis.
Wang Yuling et al. [7] studied the remanufacturing of used parts in the product design stage and after
service respectively from the perspective of the whole life cycle of the product, and built a
remanufacturing model of the whole life cycle. When analyzing the remanufacturing evaluation of
used parts, the remanufacturing design characteristics, material properties, recycling value,
manufacturability, economic index and environmental index are considered comprehensively. Cui
Xiang et al. [8] constructed a hierarchical model of remanufacturability from various factors such as
failure characteristics, scrap characteristics and recycling decision making for remanufacturability
evaluation. Wang Yanan [9] used structural entropy weight method to evaluate remanufacturability
from five aspects: recyclability, technology, economy, resource environment and risk. Hu Yanfeng
et al. [10] evaluated the remanufacturability of centrifugal pumps considering the whole process of
their re-service. The evaluation process is shown in the figure3.
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Fig. 3 Remanufacturability evaluation flow chart
To sum up, the evaluation of remanufacturability first considers its technology and economy, and

environmental indicators are also the focus of consideration in the evaluation of remanufacturing. In
addition, some scholars have evaluated remanufacturing according to the characteristics of the
research object, the service environment of the product and the safety of remanufacturing.

3. Research status of remanufacturability evaluation methods
At present, most remanufacturability evaluation methods include the following steps: first, to

determine the impact of product remanufacturability evaluation indicators; Second, analyze the
indicators, analyze the lower indicators, form the rating index system; Third, determine the weight
factor of the index; Fourthly, the index is quantified with weight factor to form dimensionless
measurement value of product remanufacturability. Fifth, calculate the remanufacturability
evaluation value. The evaluation process is shown in the figure4.For remanufacturability evaluation
methods, analytic hierarchy process (AHP), entropy method and fuzzy method are often selected, as
shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 4 Remanufacturability evaluation flow chart

Table 1.Statistical table of remanufacturing evaluation methods

Addition to these three methods, some scholars have also used some other evaluation methods.
For example, Pan Quan et al. [21] built the reliability model of the structural arm with two-parameter
Weibull distribution according to the actual use data of the structural arm of the concrete pump
truck, and scientifically evaluated the remanufacturability of the structural arm combined with the
remaining life. According to the logical relationship between residual fatigue life and
remanufacturability, Wang Jinlong [22] obtained the remanufacturability critical threshold and
remanufacturability judgment index, and proposed a remanufacturability evaluation method based
on fatigue damage. Based on green remanufacturing, Cheng Xianfu et al. [23] built a fuzzy mapping
relationship between failure mode and recycling from the relationship between component
remanufacturing structure decision and failure mode, formed a transfer network model between the
two, and evaluated the closeness of the correlation between zero parts according to material
compatibility, service life, recycling mode and remanufacturing processability. Building
remanufacturable integrated associations of components; Xie Haijun [24] comprehensively used
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information evaluation, detection evaluation and follow-up verification methods to conduct
remanufacturability evaluation in three stages: information evaluation stage, acceptability
evaluation stage and remanufactured finished product evaluation stage. Pan Shangfeng et al. [25]

used the neural network evaluation method to conduct remanufacturability evaluation; Guo Jieqin
[26] compared various remanufacturability evaluation methods and selected TOPSIS method based
on grey correlation analysis for remanufacturability evaluation. Cui Xiang et al. [27] used extension
evaluation to analyze the performance of decommissioned crankshaft, established a
remanufacturing quality evaluation model from three aspects of failure, economy and material
property, and conducted economic evaluation of design cost and time cost. Zhang Bin et al. [28]
quantitatively evaluated various achievements in the remanufacturing process of drilling and
production equipment, including the impact of process cost, energy consumption cost and
environmental cost on the remanufacturability of parts, and proposed a remanufacturability
evaluation strategy based on cost consumption. Shi Ronghua [29] evaluated the accuracy
remanufacturability of remanufacturing machine tools based on the multi-body theory accuracy
model. Aiming at product configuration and remanufacturing design problems, Zhang Yingying et
al. [30] established a nonlinear double-layer programming model, designed nested genetic algorithm
and corresponding coding strategy solving model, and adopted double-nested genetic algorithm for
solving. Using case reasoning, Jiang Xiaoli et al. [31] focused on the contribution of recent domain
algorithms to the remanufacturability evaluation of parts, and improved the evaluation from four
perspectives: economy, technology, resources and environment.

4. Summary
Through the analysis of the current research on remanufacturability evaluation in China, the

current research status of table evaluation is understood. The existing remanufacturability
evaluation methods have certain limitations in practical application, which mainly include three
aspects: (1) In terms of the selection of evaluation methods, most scholars currently choose
qualitative evaluation methods, and the selected evaluation indicators cannot be described
quantitatively. The quantification of weights is based on expert evaluation scores, and the
professional skills and professional attributes of the expert group are influenced by various factors,
which increase the uncertainty of remanufacturability evaluation. (2) The remanufacturability
evaluation measures are relatively vague, which makes it impossible to obtain a clear conclusion; (3)
Some studies consider the assessment indicators of technology, economy and environment in the
same important level, but do not clarify the primary and secondary relationship of different
assessment indicators according to the practical application conditions. Therefore, the existing
remanufacturability evaluation methods can not provide effective technical support for the
remanufacturing operation of enterprises, and more scientific and objective evaluation methods
need to be established to support the remanufacturability evaluation of products.

In addition, the research on remanufacturing upgrade mainly focuses on the remanufacturing
upgrade process, flow and management, and there is no relevant research on the systematic analysis
and evaluation of remanufacturing evaluation. The performance of the engine upgraded by
remanufacturing has been improved, and the evaluation of remanufacturing upgradability should be
comprehensively considered.
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